
 

 

 

 

 

Assignment for Class:6
th                                 Session: 2024-2025 

Assignment: FA1 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 
Chapter 01: 

Who Did Patrick’s Homework?  

Answer the following questions. 

Q1. What did Patrick think his cat was playing with? What was it  really?(2) 

Ans: Patrick thought his cat was playing with a little doll. In reality it  was an elf i.e; a man of 

tiniest size. 

Q2. Why did the little man grant Patrick a wish?(2) 

Ans: The little man granted Patrick a wish because he wanted to escape from the cat and did 

not want Patrick to give him back to the cat. 

Q3. What was Patrick’s wish?(3) 

Ans: His wish was that the little man should do all his homework till         the end of the 

semester so that he could get grade ‘A’ in all the subjects. 

Q4. In what subjects did the little man need help, to do Patrick’s homework?(5, 6) 

  Ans: The little man needed Patrick’s help in Maths, English and  History. 

Q5. How did Patrick help him?(7) 

Ans: Patrick sat beside the little man and stayed up late nights to guide him while doing 

the homework. He brought books from the 

  library and read out those books; he consulted dictionary for 

meaning and pronunciation. He also helped him with tables in  Maths. 

Q6. Who do you think did Patrick’s homework the little man, or 

Patrick himself? Give reasons for your answer. (9, 10) 

Ans: It was Patrick himself who actually did all the homework as the elf did not know 

anything, in English, Maths and History. Patrick had  to consult dictionary, guide him with 

Maths and help him to read too. He stayed up late nights and worked hard. Therefore, it was 

Patrick who did the homework. 

Poem: A House, A Home 

Summary 

The poem ‘A House, A Home’ is a two stanza poem written by Lorraine M. Halli. In this 

poem, the poet highlights the difference between a house and a home. Firstly, the poet 

describes a house. A house is made up of brick stones and wood. It has eaves and chimneys. 

It has a yard and tile floors. There are lots of windows and doors in a house. But there is no  



 

 

 

 

 

sign of life. Thus, a house is a lifeless  building. 

A home on the other hand is a place where a family lives with love and affection. A house 

becomes a home when parents along with our brothers and sisters live together and care for 

each other. They share each other’s joys and sorrows and love one another. The family  

members work for the welfare of the family selflessly. 

A Tale of Two Birds 

Passage 1 

There once lived a bird and her two new born babies in a forest. They had a nest in a tall, shady 

tree and there the mother bird took care of her little ones day and night. 

One day, there was a big storm. There was thunder, lightning and rain, and the wind blew 

down many trees. The tall tree in which the birds lived also came down. A big, heavy branch 

hit the nest and killed the bird. Fortunately for the baby birds, the strong wind blew them 

away to the other side of the forest. One of them came down near a cave where a gang of 

robbers lived. The other landed outside a rishi’s ashram a little distance away. 

Answer the questions below. 

1. Where did the mother bird with her two young babies live? 

Ans: The mother bird and her two young babies lived in a forest. 

2. Where was their nest? 

Ans: They had a nest in a tall, and shady tree of the forest. 

3. How was the mother bird killed? 

Ans: Due to a storm, a heavy branch hit their nest and killed the         mother bird. 

4. What happened to the baby birds after the storm? 

Ans: They got separated from each other after the storm. One of them came down near cave 

where a gang of robbers lived. The other  landed outside a rishi’s ashram a little distance 

away. 

5. Write synonyms of 

          robber: thief forest: jungle fortunately: luckily rishi: hermit 

Passage 2 

Soon, he came to a clearing which looked like an ashram. It was the rishi’s ashram. The king 

tied his horse to a tree and sat down in its shade. Suddenly he heard a gentle voice announce, 

“Welcome to the ashram, Sir. Please go inside and rest. The rishi will be back soon. 

There’s some cold water in the pot. Please make yourself comfortable.” The king looked up 

and saw a big, brown bird in the tree. He was amazed. “This one looks like the other bird  



 

 

 

 

 

outside the cave,” he said to himself loudly. 

“You are right, Sir,” answered the bird. “He is my brother but he has made friends with 

robbers. He now talks as they do. He doesn’t talk to me anymore.” Just then the rishi entered 

the ashram. 

Answer the following questions. 

1. Where did the king finally reach? 

Ans: The king came to a clearing which looked like an ashram. It was rishi’s ashram. 

2. Who welcomed the king in the rishi’s ashram? 

Ans: The king was welcomed by a big, brown bird. 

3. What did you understand by the phrase ‘make yourself at home’. 

Ans: It means make yourself comfortable. 

4. What do you mean by ‘amazed’. 

Ans: greatly surprised 

5. Why both the birds did not talk to each other? 

Ans: As one of them had made friends with the robbers, so the other      bird did not talk to him. 

Writing Skills 

Message writing 

Message: 

A message refers to a brief piece of information that you write down for a person when you 

cannot contact them directly. 

A message can be both written and verbal. 

Points to be noted while writing the message: 

• Message should always be enclosed in a box. 

• Word limit should not exceed 50 words. 

• Use appropriate language. 

• Don’t make grammatical accuracy and spelling mistakes. 

• Include correct date and time while composing the message. 

• Indirect speech must be used. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Message writing format 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT: SCIENCE 

COMPONENTS OF FOOD  

Q1.  Name the major nutrients in our food. 

 Ans: The major nutrients in our food are carbohydrates, proteins, fats, fiber, vitamins and 

minerals. 

Q2. Why should we include vitamins in our diet? 

 Ans: We should include vitamins in our diet because vitamins protect our body against diseases 

and keep us healthy. 

Q3. What is the aim of Mid-day meal programme? 

 Ans: The aim of Mid-day meal programme is to provide such a meal to children as to overcome 

the deficiencies in their diets at home. Mid-day meal is useful in the proper growth and 

development of such children. 

Q4. Name the following. 

a) Carbohydrate 

b) Proteins. 

c) Vitamin A 

d) Vitamin D. 

Q5. Name two foods each rich in. 

a) Fats       Butter, Meat. 

b) Starch         Rice potato. 
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c) Dietary fiber   Whole grains, pulses. 

d) Proteins    Eggs, fish, milk. 

Q7. Fill in the blanks. 

a) Rickets. 

b) Vitamin B. 

c) Scurvy. 

d) Vitamin A. 

e) Fish, eggs and meat. 

f) Digestive system. 

g) Goiter. 

Sorting materials into Groups 

Exercises: 
1. Name five objects which can be made from wood. 

Furniture Doors Boats Windows Beds 

 

2. Select those objects from the following which shine: 

Glass Bowl Steel spoon 

 

3. Match the following given objects… 

Objects Materials 

Book Paper 

Tumbler Glass 

Chair Wood 

Toy Plastics 

Shoes Leather 

 

4. State whether the statements given below are true or false: 

i) False. 

ii) False. 

iii) False. 

iv) True. 

v) False. 

vi) False. 

vii) True. 

viii) True. 

 

5. Given below are the names of some object and materials: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

a) Round Shaped:    Basket ball, apple, orange, globe, earthen pitcher. 

b) Other Shapes: Water, Sugar. 

c) Eatables: Water, Orange, Sugar and Apple. 

d) Non-Eatables: Basket-ball, globe and earthen pitcher. 

 

6. List all the items known by you that float on water. Check and see if they will float on 

oil or kerosene. 

List of Items that float on 

Water Oil Kerosene 

Paper paper paper 

Wood Thin Plastic Sheets Thermocol 

Thin Plastic Sheets Wax Thin Plastic Sheets 

Wax Thermocol  

Ice wood  

Thermocol   

Oil   

 

7. Find the Odd One Out from the following: 

a) Baby. 

b) Boat. 

c) Sand. 

d) Sand. 

                               SUBJECT:SST 

Geography 

THE EARTH IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

a) How does a planet differ from a star? 

Ans. Stars are big and hot celestial bodies made-up of gases. They have their own heat and light 

while as planets are also celestial bodies but they do not have their own heat and light. 

b) What is meant by the solar system? 

Ans.The Sun eight planets, satellites and some other celestial bodies known as asteroids and 

meteors form the solar system. 

c) Name all the planets according to their distance from the sun. 

Ans. There are eight planets in our solar system. In order of their distance from the sun, they 

are: 

1. Mercury 

2. Venus 

3. Earth 



 

 

 

 

4. Mars 

5. Jupiter 

6. Saturn 

7. Uranus 

8. Neptune. 

d).Why is the earth called a unique planet? 

Ans. The earth is a unique planet because of so many reasons. The earth is the only planet in 

our solar system which has all the favourable conditions for the existence of life. The climate is 

neither too hot nor too cold. It has water and air which are essential for our survival. The air has 

life supporting gases like oxygen. Because of all these reasons the earth is a unique planet in the 

solar system. 

e). Why do we see only one side of the moon always? 

Ans. We always see only one side of the moon because moon rotates on its axis and also it 

revolves around the earth. The moon revolves around the earth in about 27 days. It takes exactly 

the same time to rotate on its own axis. As a result only one side of the moon is visible to us on 

the earth. 

f). What is Universe? 

Ans. Millions of galaxies together form the universe. It is difficult to imagine how big the 

universe is. The Universe consists of  everything that exists anywhere in space. All the heavenly 

bodies such as the sun, the moon and the stars and the other celestial bodies such as planets, 

asteroids, meteors etc constitute the universe. 

HISTORY 

WHAT, WHERE, HOW AND WHEN. 

Q2. List one major difference between manuscripts and inscriptions. 

Ans. Manuscripts are old books that gives handwritten accounts while as inscriptions are 

engraved form of writing used for various purposes. 

Q4. Make a list of all the objects that archaeologists may find. Which of these could be made of 

stone? 

Ans. Archaeologists may find various types of objects. They are bones, coins, ornaments, plant 

remains, inscriptions, older manuscripts, remains of buildings, tools ,weapons , pots etc. Tools, 

weapons, ornaments and buildings could be made of stone. 

Q5. Why do you think ordinary men and women did not generally keep records of what they  

 



 

 

 

 

 

did? 

Ans. Unlike the present day, record keeping was not easy in the past. Records were usually 

maintained by kings to describe their victories in battles. Those records were maintained by 

inscribing on stones, which was not an easy task for ordinary men and women to do. 

Q6. Describe at least two ways in which you think the lives of kings would have been different 

from those of farmers. 

Ans. 1. Kings had absolute power over all their subjects, irrespective of their profession. 

Farmers had no such powers. 

2. Kings lived in palaces. Farmers had no such opportunities. 

FROM HUNTING GATHERING TO GROWING FOOD. 

Q2. Why do people who grow crops have to stay in the same place for a long time? 

Ans. When we plant a seed ,It takes some time to grow. This maybe for several days, weeks, 

months and in some cases years. When people began growing plants it meant that they had to 

stay in the same place for a long time looking after the plants, watering, weeding, driving away 

animals and birds - till the grain ripened. 

Q3.Why do archaeologists think that many people who lived in Mehrgarh were hunters to start 

with and that herding became more important later? 

Ans. Archaeologists found the bones of many animals such as deer in the earlier levels. Hence, 

they could conclude that they were hunters to start with. Herding became important because 

they found bones of sheep and goat in the later stages. 

4. Why did the hunter-gatherers travel from place to place? In what ways are these 

similar to different from the reasons for which we travel today? 

Ans. As animals move from place to place in search of food, hunters also move to chase them 

for hunting. 

• Hunter-gatherers migrated from place to place due to the following reasons: 

1) In search of new resources: 

2) In search of animals: 

3) In search of seasonal resources: 

4) In search of water: 

• However, nowadays we travel for different purposes, like: 



 

 

 

 

1) Migration due to Education: 

2) Migration for work: People also travel in search of better career and employment 

opportunities. 

3) Travel for trade purposes: 

4) Travel for entertainment purposes: 

1. List three ways in which hunter-gatherers used fire (see page 15). Would you use fire 

for any of these purposes today? 

Ans. It was primarily used for purposes like. 

1. Clearing forest areas 

2. Cooking 

   3. Protection from wild animals 

• Nowadays, we generally do not use fire for any of these purposes. 

5) List three ways in which the lives of farmers and herders would have been different 

from that of hunter-gatherers. 

Ans.1)   Farmers and herders would stay in one location; whereas hunter-gatherers would have 

to move from place to place, 

2)   Farmers and herders would stay in huts or houses, whereas hunter-gatherers would stay in 

caves. 

3)   For farmers and herders, the food source would be crops and domesticated animals whereas 

hunters would rely on wild animals as a source of food. 

 CIVICS 
UNDERSTANDING DIVERSITY 

Q2. What do you think living in India with its rich heritage of diversity adds to your life? 

Ans. In India we can see diversity in food, religion, festivals, languages etc . So we learn 

different languages from our friends. We enrich our lives by getting to know the different 

cultural traditions. We learn different religious rituals that are observed by our friends and 

neighbours and much more. 

Q3. Do you think the term “unity in diversity” is an appropriate term to describe India? What 

do you think Nehru is trying to say about Indian unity in the sentence quoted above from his 

book The Discovery of India? 

Ans. Yes, it is an appropriate term to describe India. Jawahar Lal Nehru in his book The 

discovery of India says that Indian unity is not something imposed from the outside but rather, 

it was something deeper and within its fold, the widest tolerance of belief and custom was 

practised and every variety acknowledged and even encouraged. 

Q4.Underline the line In the poem sung after the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, which according to 

you reflects India’s essential unity. 

Ans.”The blood of Hindus and Muslims flows together today”  is the line which reflects India’s  

 



 

 

 

 

essential unity. 

DIVERSITY AND DISCRIMINATION 

Q2.How can the stereotype that girls are a burden on their parents affect the life of a daughter? 

Imagine this situation and list at least five different effects that this stereotype can have on the 

way daughters get treated in the house. 

Ans. A common stereotype about some people is that they are not interested in educating girls 

and therefore do not send girls to school because most of the parents think that girls are a burden 

on them and this thought affect the life of many daughters. 

The five different effects that this stereotype can have on the way daughters get treated in the 

house are: 

a. They are not allowed to get education. 

b. They are not allowed to work. 

c. They don’t get proper care and love from parents. 

d. They are asked to do all household works. 

e. They don’t get a satisfactory diet. 

Q3. What does the constitution say with regard to equality? Why do you think it is important for 

all people to be equal? 

Ans. Our Constitution says: 

1. Everyone has equal rights and opportunities. 

2. All are equal to compete for Government jobs. 

3. People can choose any kind of work they wish to do. 

4. Untouchability is a crime and is legally abolished. 

It is important for all people to be equal because only then our society would develop in true sense 

of the term. It is our right to be treated equally. It is our right to be given due respect. It is our 

right to be given equal opportunities. 



 
 
















 
 
 
 
 

 


 













 




















  
  
  
  
  
  
 

 























































 



 













  

  



   














 






